
Author's Final Response 
 
We thank the reviewers and the editor for helpful comments on the paper.  
 
We have reconsidered and shortened the title as requested by reviewer 1, in line 
with the companion paper. Below we consider major points raised by the reviewers. 
 
(I) Organisation of the paper (issue 1 from Reviewer 2) 
We reorganized parts of the paper to give it a clearer line of thought. The 
distribution of SOC is based on the revised HWSD only and not on the overall 'best 
estimate' because the sources used to derive the best estimate could only be 
joined with the HWSD at global level but not at 0.5 arc minute resolution. 
Therefore, we first present an overview of spatial databases (maps), then present 
the spatial distribution based on the HWSD and derive improved global estimates 
from 'best estimates' of additional sources.  
 
Within the Introduction we have moved up the paragraph dealing with the 
uncertainty of calculating C-org stocks to prepare the ground for our adjustments 
of bulk density. Furthermore, we moved the description of the ISRIC-WISE soil 
profile database from the Results to the Introduction. 
The Introduction is now followed by a section a "Spatial databases of global soil 
organic carbon mass". Joining the descriptions of the HWSD and other databases 
which were spread over the Methods and Results/Discussion sections aligns the 
paper with the intended review style. We removed the WRB section as no global 
SOC mass is derived from it. The Results/Discussion section is now renamed 
"Spatial distribution of SOC mass". We further moved several other, shorter parts of 
text to improve the structure or the text.  
 
(II) Originality of the paper (Reviewer 1) 
Reviewer 1 mentioned the history of global estimates of SOC. Our paper builds on 
this history and points at a shortcoming of a frequently used reference database, 
the HWSD.  Our paper stands out from earlier accounts of global estimates in 
presenting frequency distributions of SOC that can be used by modellers for 
validation/calibration, focusing efforts of conserving SOC, and estimating 
uncertainty in studies where SOC variability was not considered. 
 
(III) Status of the paper as a review paper 
Our paper contains clearly aspects of both review and original research, but we 
believe the review part to dominate. It is the function of a review paper to revise 
assessments using existing data and to combine it with data from additional sources. 
Both reviewers pointed at the merit of the review, especially the unique 
combination of different sources. The eye-catching differences in global soil mass 
caused by different estimates of BD of organic soil will hopefully spur better 
estimates and more in-field measurements of BD.   
 
We are looking forward to further comments by the reviewers. 
 



Anonymous Referee #1  Authors' comments 
Soils stores a large fraction of terrestrial organic carbon. 
The soil organic carbon plays an important role in the 
biosphere. A reliable data set is the prerequisite to 
accurately represent the pools and fluxes of carbon. There 
are several estimation works based on global soil mapping 
(observation derived) and earth system models 
(simulation), and given the terrestrial organic carbon in a 
large range from 500 to 3000 Pg or higher. This manuscript 
gave us another number and geographic distribution. It is 
also valuable to improve our understanding on carbon cycle 
as a reference or benchmark data set. This manuscript gave 
us another estimation of soil carbon based on HWSD with 
adjusting the bulk density of Histosols, the definition of 
wetland, and incorporating more detailed estimates for 
permafrost from the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Data 
Base. Though there is no anything original, it still is an 
important approach and valuable, and could be accepted 
after revision.  

Thank you very much for taking the 
time to review our paper. 

General comments: Soil depth matters in the SOC stock 
estimate, especially for deep soils. Though this paper 
corrected SOC of depth >1m in the peatlands, most of the 
true soil depth are not known in soil profile observations. 
Though we may lack data or method (extrapolation?) to 
reduce the uncertainty caused by the assumed soil depth, 
we need to keep this in mind. This uncertainty is not only 
for the <1m soil but also especially for the deeper soils. As 
a result, the uncertainty should be emphasized in some 
parts of the paper, such as page 338, line 8-17 and the 
conclusion section.  

We agree that SOC stocks of deep soils 
are associated with great uncertainty. 
We emphasize in our paper the stock in 
the top 1 m and associated 
uncertainties. Stocks of deeper soils are 
mentioned to complement existing 
estimates but are not our main 
objective. We point out the associated 
uncertainty (p 338, ll 10-17, p 343, l14) 
and will additionally be mentioned at 
the end of section 3.5 in the revised 
text. 

Consider describe the correction of frozen soils ..., and 
tropic peatland (Page et al.) in the method section, since 
the combination of the three dataset is more reliable.  

Although the correction makes the 
estimate of global SOC mass more 
complete, it is not spatially explicit and 
would not allow the calculation of 
percentiles and masses within 
categories. We intended to reduce 
confusion by reporting in the Methods 
section the changes applied directly to 
the spatially explicit HWSD and in the 
Results section additional corrections 
considering the mass. 

Consider change the order of section 3.3 and 3.4, i.e. 
correcting first and then overlaying with the wetland data. 
With the above two modifications, corresponding tables and 
figures need to be redrew or added. 

Both sections can be considered 
separately, we do not apply any 
corrections within either of the 
sections. 

Consider delete “based on the Harmonized World Soil 
Database” in the title.  

We will reconsider the wording of the 
title. 

The part 2 of the paper only uses the HWSD to calibrate a 
SOC model, which is not very close to the part 1. It is 
better to treat these two parts as independent papers.  

We will discuss the suggestion with the 
editor.  

Specific comments: Page 328, line 15: 1325Pg, to be 
consistent with the number in the conclusion.  

This will be changed. 

  



Page 330, line 6-8: WISE(v.2) was once publicly available. 
But it is now replaced by the WISE (V.3.1), which is 
available online and includes all profiles of previous 
versions.  

Thank you for the clarification. 

Page 331, line17-20: The description is not precise. 
Shangguan et al. (2014) used three soil profile database 
directly, i.e. China, WISE(V.3.1) and NCSS of US, and they 
also used estimates (produced by others) based on local soil 
profiles and soil maps from ESDB (Europe), SOTWISE(various 
regions), GSM(US), SLC (Canada) and ASRIS (Australia).  

We agree, the description will be 
revised. 

Page 331, line 17, line 23: change “Shanguan et 
al.”to“Shangguan et al.”  

The typo will be corrected. 

Page 332, line7: It should be “equal to or smaller than”.  Correct. 

Page 332, line9-29: Almost all the soil profiles in WISE do 
not have a real soil depth (or depth to the bedrock or R 
horizon), but have the observation depth. These soils are 
very likely much deeper than the recording depth in WISE. 
Only 189 profiles in WISE have an R horizon (some have a 
SOC great than 0, which seem to be errors). As a result, the 
overestimation for Cryosols, Podsols, and Umbrisols might 
not happen, especially for Cryosols and Podsols.  

Good point. We will include this aspect 
in the revision. 

Another point is that the soil depths in both HWSD and 
ISRIC-WISE are an underestimation of the true soil depth in 
almost all cases. It should not be named as “soil depth” in 
the paper. You may use the term “effective” soil depth in 
ISRIC-WISE (v3.0), or use the term “reference soil depth” in 
the HWSD. 

We agree and will change the wording 
in the revision. 

Page 333, line7 and et al. : kg cm-3  The numbers given are correct in 
kg/dm-3. 

Page 333, line9: Why these regressions and the R2 are 
different from the authors previous report, i.e. Hiederer 
and Kochy (2011)? They are both based on WISE3.1. The 
difference of BD is 0.139 for the topsoil using the 
regressions when OC = 12%.  

Based on your comment we reviewed 
our documentation. The regressions in 
this paper are in fact based on the 
SPADE/M2 database. Although the 
different equations produce divergent 
global mass results, the following 
correction of BD of Histosols, 
diminishes the difference to 1Pg. This 
will be mentioned in the revision. 

Page 333, line 9: ln(Corg *100)  Actually, Corg · 10 was used, i.e. 
expressed in g/100 g soil or %. This will 
be indicated in the revised text. 

Page 335, line 13-17: It lacks a soil profile database with 
WRB classification information to develop a WRB based soil 
property maps. Taxonomy reference between WRB and FAO 
will increase the uncertainty.  

We appreciate the clarification and will 
add the information to the text. 

Page 335, line 23-24: the stock was estimated based on the 
polygon based soil map except Australia, not after 
rasterization.  

The text will be corrected in the 
revision. 

Page 336, line 23: 13.4 Mm2  The text refers to the soil area, so 13.1 
Mm2 is correct in this sentence. 

Page 338, line 6-7: in the other regional stocks and the 
stocks of soils deeper than 1 m. 

The phrasing will be corrected in the 
revision. 

  



Table 1: The authors used some definition which is not 
consistent with most literatures and may bring some 
confusion to the readers. I suggest using the general 
meanings of a terminology in the literature, instead of 
creating some new terms. Like the following: Content: 
organic carbon mass/soil dry mass; ??: organic carbon 
mass/soil volume (I do not see any use of this term in the 
paper); SOC density of a layer: organic carbon mass/soil 
volume×depth×(1−fractionalvolume of rocks, coarse roots, 
and ice); SOC density of all layers:areal density of fine soil 
integrated over all layers to a specified depth: SOC stock: 
stock integrated over a specified area.  

We expect the paper to be of use in the 
soil science community but also in the 
carbon cycle and climate modelling 
community. We therefore chose to use 
terminology that is unambiguous and 
close to basic physical definitions. We 
understand that this decision is not 
optimal for both scientific 
communities. The definition of 
"content" will be deleted in the revised 
version as it is not used. 

Table 3: Tables should be self-explainable. Please explain 
what is the hist/soil and it is not explained in the text.  

Hist/soil: fraction of soil area covered 
by Histosols. This will be added in the 
revised text. 

Table 3: What do you want to show with so many figures in 
table 3, while you only mentioned the total numbers in the 
text? This table needs further interpretation or you may 
delete it.  

The percentiles provide information 
about the distribution of C in different 
categories of permafrost. The reason 
for giving the percentiles is explained 
in section 4.2.  

Table 5: It is better to show the percentage of the 
overlapping. Maybe use the overlap area/(GLWD +GLCC), 
and 50% indicate completely identical.  

Both approaches have their merit. We 
present absolute values to emphasize 
the significance of the overlap. In the 
revised text we will add the areas of 
each category so readers can calculate 
the percentage of overlap if desired. 

 



 Reviewer's comments Authors' response 

General Comments   

This manuscript provides an interesting examination of 
different databases that can contribute to the 
calculation of global soil organic carbon (SOC). The 
challenges of estimating the extent and characteristics of 
both wetlands and permafrost areas are known, but the 
comparison of databases that attempt to address these 
issues nicely illustrates the current situation. The authors 
give particular emphasis to the issue of bulk density (BD), 
which is a problem that deserves greater attention.  

Although much of the manuscript’s content has merit, 
the effective communication is hindered by the text’s 
organization. A major factor for obscuring the message is 
the appearance of five different points within the 
writing: 1) effect on SOC stock estimates from 
‘correcting’ HWSD values for BD, 2) comparison of 
different databases’ estimation of soil depths, 3) 
comparison of different databases’ estimation of 
permafrost and wetland extents, 4) comparison of 
different databases’ classification of wetland types, and 
5) summing of global SOC stocks by latitude and wetland 
type. Clearly these points are related, but addressing 
them all in a coherent and focused matter will require 
careful crafting. 

Thank you very much for your careful reading 
of the manuscript. 

Specific Comments   

1. An apparent contradiction for the writing organization 
is the classification of this paper as a “review,” but the 
text contains a methods section that does not describe 
the process for reviewing. Instead, this section describes 
a method for adjusting the BD in the HWSD. One possible 
solution for addressing this and my general concern about 
the paper’s organization would be to use an outline 
similar to the following:  

I. Intro – setup of the problem, definition of key terms, 
and a clear statement of purpose 

II. Comparison of different databases’ estimation of BD 
A. add modified HWSD as an additional item of 

comparison 
III. Comparison of different databases’ estimation of soil 

depth 
IV. Comparison of different databases’ estimation of 

permafrost and wetland extents 
A. sub-discussion on the different wetland 

classifications used and impact on results 
V. Summarize/compile SOC mass (summed stocks) 

following predefined lines of data sources by wetland 
category and spatially on a map. Then compare the 
final results of these different calculation pathways. 

We have reorganized the text by moving parts 
of the Methods to the Introduction and re-
arranging sections within the Methods. 

2. Terms and abbreviations need to be used consistently, 
e.g. 0.5 arc minute v. 0.5’, harmonization v. 
harmonisation (both acceptable spellings, choose one), 
SOC stocks v. organic C stocks v. organic carbon stocks.  

This will be addressed in the revision. 

3. P 326, L 3-6 – This needs elaborated on. Specifically, 
what constitutes ‘relevant’?  

We recast the introduction so that our 
intention becomes clearer. 



4. P 332, L 8 – Is it really fair to say that the SOC stock is 
not underestimated with a reference soil depth of 100 
cm? There are several studies showing notable amounts 
of SOC below 1 m (e.g. Richter and Markewitz, 1995, 
among others). Both in this manuscript and the published 
literature the qualifier of “SOC stock in the upper 1 m” is 
often used, which is an important distinction for what is 
actually being estimated. Also, later in the manuscript 
estimations of SOC for depths below 1 m are discussed. 
The subsequent breakdown of soil depths by soil type is 
interesting, but I suspect there is a disconnect between 
the definitions of sampling depth, soil depth, and the 
depth at which organic carbon can be found. 
Consideration of these issues should be part of this 
discussion.  

We concur that there are considerable 
amounts of SOC in greater depths than 1 m. 
We will phrase the text more exactly in the 
revised text in this section.  

5. P 332, L 19-22 – These sentences appear contradictory. 
If WISE and HWSD give the same soil depth for 80% of the 
area and WISE gives less soil depth for the remaining 
19%, how does it work out that in total WISE gives 
greater depth?  

One of the analyses was based on the WISE 
gridded data set which uses a maximum 
reference depth of 1 m. We will remove the 
discussion of differences in soil depth between 
the databases in the revised text as it goes 
beyond the scope of the paper. 

6. P 333, L 4-6 – Provide the original HWSD 1.1 Pg C 
calculation as a baseline.  

We have added a new Table 2 in the revised 
text. 

7. P 333, L 16 – Should “mean” be inserted before “BD”?  It's the "best estimate" provided by Page et al., 
this will be clarified in the revised text. 

8. P 333, L 24-27 – The difference between 2476 Pg and 
1062 Pg (1414 Pg or more than 50%) does not sound 
“small,” but the intended comparison is probably with 
the 1061 Pg of the modified HWSD 1.1 calculation. Please 
clarify.  

Correct. This will be clarified in the revision. 

9. The comparisons of numbers are often difficult to 
follow. Better organization could help this, but the text 
at times needs to be more clear about to which number a 
new calculation is being compared. Tables may be 
helpful for this.  

This will be addressed by the reorganization of 
the text. 

10. P 336, L 18-20 describes the importance of the 
spatial mapping’s quality for frozen high-latitude soils, 
but only the attribute accuracy is identified as important 
for the global carbon mass. The area of an applied 
attribute is a major multiplier in any calculation of total 
mass. Some balance is needed to communicate that both 
spatial and attribute accuracy is important, but different 
aspects are more of a problem for the current mapping 
of SOC in certain land use types.  

We agree. We will revise the text in this 
section and the introduction to emphasize this 
point. 

11. P 337, L 1-2 – It appears that the CAMP map is not 
identifying a separate region, but a unique delineation 
encompassing many of the same areas as the others. If 
that is the case, then “a third permafrost region” should 
be changed to “a third permafrost extent.”  

Correct. 

12. P 339, L 19 – Is this calculation really based on an 
“intersection” of the two databases or the ‘union’ of the 
two? An intersection would be a conservative estimate, 
but a union seems likely to be closer to reality.  

Here (and in line 23) it is an intersection, i.e. 
the area of the HWSD that is also classified as 
wetland. 

  



13. P 341, L 5 – It would be interesting to have the Pg 

SOC estimation based on the 3.3 Mm
2 
area for comparison 

with the Pg SOC based on the 10 Mm
2 
area.  

We added the information (113 Pg) to the 
revised text  

14. P 341, L 20-22 – Which source are these numbers 
from?  

We calculated them from the overlay of the 
union of GLWD/GLCC wetland types over the 
modified HWSD-SOC map. 

15. P 342, L 13 – Is this total C or organic C?  The reference to SOC is clarified in the revised 
text. 

16. P 344, L 11-14 – There are many possible references 
that explore this point specifically; a few of the more 
recent ones should be cited here.  

More references have been added to the 
revised text 

17. P 345, L 10-12 – This statement is not really true for 
this manuscript, especially considering the focus was on 
wetland and permafrost areas. The data was broken 
down by wetland type and by latitude ranges, but not by 
land-use/land-cover classes in general.  

We did not want to claim to cover all LULC 
classes. We rephrased the sentence in the 
revised text. 

18. P 345, L 20-27 – These last sentences seem to extend 
beyond the scope of this manuscript.  

The position of the sentence "The strong effect 
of BD …" is indeed interrupting the train of 
thought and obscured our intent to describe 
the need for better data in C-cycle models. In 
the revised text we moved the sentence to the 
start of the paragraph. 

Technical Corrections  
P 329, L 14 -delete “underlying”  
P 330, L 4 -insert commas around “in an international 
context”  
P 330, L 4 -replace “which” with “where”  
P 333, L 5 -insert “is used” after “SOC mass”  
P 333, L 12 -replace “to the BD of” with “of BD for”  
P 334, L 25 -replace “1-2 m” with “0-2 m”  
P 335, L 24 -add “, respectively” at end of sentence  
P 335, L 25 -soil C stocks are different from SOC stocks, 
…  
P 336, L 3 -insert “, respectively,” after “22%”  
P 336, L 22 -insert “a” before “13.1 Mm2 

soil area”  
P 336, L 25 -insert a comma before “which” OR replace 
“which” with “that”  
P 336, L 25 -insert “the” before “snow-adjusted”  
P 336, L 27-28 -replace “(19.5 Mm2 

pixel area (Fig. 2)” 
with “(19.5 Mm2 

pixel area, Fig. 2)”  
P 337, L 3 -replace “which comprises 12 categories” with 
“which is comprised of 12 categories”; apply this to all 
uses of the word “comprise” 
P 337, L 6 -replace “area of the HWSD” with “area within 
the HWSD identified area” (if meaning is still correct) 
P 339, L 14 -delete “category” before “mire, bog, fen 
category” 
P 340, L 15 -please add the units for numbers in this line 
P 341, L 14 -delete “the spatial extent” 
P 342, L 14 -add a comma after “subsurface” 
P 344, L 8 -replace “were” with “would be” 
P 344, L 22 -insert a semi-colon after “digitally” 
P 344, L 26 -replace “be benefitted” with “benefit” 
P 345, L 18 -insert “the calculation of” 
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Abstract 28 

The global soil organic carbon (SOC) mass is relevant for the carbon cycle budget and thus 29 

atmospheric carbon concentrations. We review current estimates of SOC stocks and mass 30 

(stock × area) in wetlands, permafrost and tropical regions and the world in the upper 1 m of 31 

soil. The Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD) v.1.2 provides one of the most recent 32 

and coherent global data sets of SOC, giving a total mass of 2476 Pg when using the original 33 

values for bulk density. Adjusting the HWSD’s bulk density of soil high in organic carbon 34 

results in a mass of 1230 Pg, and additionally setting the BD of Histosols to 0.1 g cm-3 35 

(typical of peat soils) results in a mass of 1062 Pg. The uncertainty of bulk density of 36 

Histosols alone introduces a range of –56 to +180 Pg C for the estimate of global SOC mass 37 

in the top 1 meter, larger than estimates of global soil respiration. We report the spatial 38 

distribution of SOC stocks per 0.5 arc minutes, the areal masses of SOC and the quantiles of 39 

SOC stocks by continents, wetland types, and permafrost types. Depending on the definition 40 

of ‘wetland’, wetland soils contain between 82 and 158 Pg SOC. Incorporating more detailed 41 

estimates for permafrost from the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Data Base (496 Pg 42 

SOC) and tropical peatland carbon, global soils contain 1325 Pg SOC in the upper 1 m 43 

including 421 Pg in tropical soils, whereof 40 Pg occur in tropical wetlands. Global SOC 44 

amounts to just under 3000 Pg when estimates for deeper soil layers are included. Variability 45 

in estimates is due to variation in definitions of soil units, differences in soil property 46 

databases, scarcity of information about soil carbon at depths >1 m in peatlands, and variation 47 

in definitions of ‘peatland’.  48 
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1. Introduction 56 

The global mass of soil organic carbon (SOC) is greater than the combined mass of carbon 57 

(C) contained in the atmosphere and in the living biomass. Therefore, small changes in the 58 

mass of SOC can have profound effects on the concentration of atmospheric CO2 and hence 59 

climate change. Despite its importance, the global mass of SOC and its distribution in space 60 

and among land-use/land-cover classes is not well known. 61 

On the short to middle term (decades), variation in SOC mass is strongly related to the 62 

balance of input from net primary productivity and microbial decomposition. On longer time-63 

scales, however, changes in the decomposable mass of SOC affect this balance. Globally, the 64 

largest SOC stocks are located in wetlands and peatlands, most of which occur in regions of 65 

permafrost and in the tropics. Decomposition rates in wetlands and permafrost are low due to 66 

low availability of oxygen and low temperatures, respectively. This SOC is vulnerable to 67 

changes in the hydrological cycle as well as to changes in permafrost dynamics.  68 

A good knowledge of the global SOC mass and its spatial distribution is necessary for 69 

assessing, in an international context, where soils are most vulnerable to C losses or which 70 

land use/land cover types might provide the best opportunity for C sequestration to mitigate 71 

increases in greenhouse gas concentrations. Since SOC mass is a product of several factors, 72 

uncertainty (or errors in measurement) in one of the factors affects all others. Consequently, 73 

the measures to reduce the uncertainty of global SOC mass should be directed to those soils 74 

that are associated with a large extent (area), high levels of Corg, low bulk density (BD) or 75 

great depth. Variations at the lower end of BD are more consequential than at the high end of 76 

BD because low BD is associated with organic soils (high Corg) and a change from, say, 0.1 to 77 

0.2 leads to a doubling of SOC stock and mass. Variation within the range of BD typical of 78 

mineral soils, 1.2 – 1.8 g cm-3 is less consequential. 79 
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Traditionally, maps of the spatial distribution of SOC stocks are derived from maps where 86 

areas with similar soil characteristics are aggregated to form soil mapping units, and the SOC 87 

mass of the area of the soil mapping unit is calculated by multiplication of the area of the soil 88 

mapping unit with its unit-area SOC stock (Amundson, 2001). Historically, soil maps have 89 

been compiled largely based on the experience of soil surveyors, taking into account 90 

topography, climate, land use history, land management, vegetation, parent material, and soil 91 

typical characteristics (McBratney et al., 2003b). The spatial soil mapping units are linked to 92 

their defining properties, which are based on measurements of soil profiles or an evaluation 93 

by experts. Typically, measurements from several profiles within the same soil unit have been 94 

statistically aggregated (e.g., averaged). Missing profile data may be estimated by 95 

pedotransfer functions (PTF) from other measured soil characteristics. 96 

The SOC stock, mC, of a soil column is calculated by integrating the areal density of SOC 97 

over all vertical depth layers (or within a specified depth). The areal density of SOC of a soil 98 

layer is determined by measuring the organic carbon concentration (Corg) and the bulk density 99 

(BD) of undisturbed soil samples in homogenous layers of thickness d (Table 1). The areal 100 

density, Corg × BD × d, is reduced by the fractional volume fG occupied by gravel, rocks, roots, 101 

and ice in the soil layer, or mC = Corg × BD × (1 – fG) × d. The SOC mass of the area (A) is the 102 

product of the soil unit’s area and its SOC stock (mC × A). Lateral variability, temporal 103 

variability, and methodological differences in measuring any of the necessary soil 104 

characteristics (BD, Corg, volume of gravel and roots, forms of C, depth) contribute to the 105 

variability of SOC stock and mass estimates (Ellert et al., 2001).  106 

The accuracy of spatially interpolated maps of SOC stocks depends on how well the soil 107 

mapping units are represented by soil profiles with complete characteristics. The latest ISRIC-108 

WISE database (v.3.1) contains harmonized data of more than 10250 soil profiles (Batjes, 109 

2009). The profiles, however, do not yet represent the terrestrial surface equally. Gaps include 110 
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non-agricultural areas of North America, the Nordic countries, most parts of Asia (notably 145 

Iran, Kazakhstan, and Russia), Northern Africa, and Australia. To calculate SOC stocks one 146 

needs Corg, BD, soil depth, and volumetric gravel fraction. These are provided individually by 147 

87%, 32%, 100%, and 22%, respectively, of the profiles (Batjes, 2009). BD and gravel 148 

fraction have low representation because they are seldom recorded during routine soil 149 

surveys. In numbers, 9970 profile descriptions include Corg in at least one layer, but of these 150 

only 3655 also include BD. Gravel fraction is explicitly indicated for 1100 of the 3655 151 

profiles but earlier versions of the database could not distinguish between zero and absence of 152 

value. BD is included for 806 profiles where Corg > 3% and for 74 profiles where Corg > 20%. 153 

The temporal origin of profile descriptions ranges from 1925 to 2005. The early data may no 154 

longer reflect current conditions where C input and decomposition rates may have changed. 155 

Efforts to expand the database of data-rich soil profiles and to use pedotransfer instead of 156 

taxotransfer functions has been going on since 1986 through the SOTER program 157 

(http://www.isric.org/projects/soil-and-terrain-database-soter-programme, accessed 2014-07-158 

07, Nachtergaele, 1999). 159 

In this paper we compare previous estimates of the global SOC mass in the top 1 m of soil 160 

derived from spatial databases (maps) to the mass derived from the Harmonized World Soil 161 

Database (HWSD, FAO et al., 2012), which was the latest and most detailed inventory at the 162 

global scale when this study was begun and is still widely used as an international reference 163 

(e.g., Wieder et al., 2014, Yan et al., 2014) but requires adjustment of bulk densities of 164 

organic soils (Hiederer & Köchy 2011). Based on the adjusted HWSD, our paper reports for 165 

the first time area-weighted frequency distributions of carbon stocks in the top 1m of soil, in 166 

particular for the large SOC stocks in wetlands, the tropics, and permafrost at high latitudes. 167 

Frequency distributions can be used to improve the assessment of accuracy in studies where 168 

SOC is an independent variable. We update the HWSD-derived global SOC mass using best 169 
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estimates for the permafrost region, the tropics, and soil below 1 m depth from several 170 

additional sources. Our conclusions provide recommendations for improving global soil 171 

mapping. 172 
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2. Spatial databases of global soil organic carbon mass 173 

Historic estimates of global SOC mass compared among  27 studies range between 504 and 174 

3000 Pg with a median of 1461 Pg (Scharlemann et al., 2014). Here we concentrate on 175 

comparisons with the most recent ones.  176 

The Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD vers. 1.2, FAO et al., 2012) with a raster of 177 

0.5 arc minutes (0.5') is one of the most recent and most detailed databases at the global scale 178 

and widely used as reference. The HWSD contains for the topsoil (0-30 cm) and the subsoil 179 

(30-100 cm) values for Corg, BD and gravel content for dominant and secondary soil types on 180 

a 0.5' grid. Data sources for HWSD are earlier global soil maps that were published by or in 181 

cooperation with FAO, the European Soil Database, the Soil Map of China, SOTER regional 182 

studies, WISE profile data, and WISE pedotransfer and taxotransfer functions. The HWSD 183 

does not yet include the extensive national databases of USA, Canada, and Australia. The 184 

HWSD is the result of associating existing maps of soil types (if necessary reclassified to 185 

FAO standards) with soil characteristics derived from the WISE (v.2) database containing 186 

about 9600 soil profiles, which is the largest number used for a global soil map until 2013. 187 

The HWSD does not quantify variability or ranges of any soil properties within a soil unit. Its 188 

description qualifies that “Reliability of the information contained in the database is variable: 189 

the parts of the database that still make use of the Soil Map of the World such as North 190 

America, Australia, West Africa and South Asia are considered less reliable, while most of 191 

the areas covered by SOTER databases are considered to have the highest reliability (Central 192 

and Southern Africa, Latin America and the Caribbean, Central and Eastern Europe).”  193 

A default reference soil depth of 100 cm is stipulated in the HWSD for each mapping unit as a 194 

concession to harmonization of different soil databases. Only Rendzinas, Rankers, Leptosols, 195 

and Lithosols are attributed reference soil depths of 30 cm or 10 cm. For most of the 196 
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remaining soil units the 25-percentile of lowest recorded depth of profiles in the WISE 3.1 215 

database is equal to or greater than the reference depth, i.e., SOC stock within the top 1 m is 216 

not underestimated by using the reference depth. The 25-percentiles of recorded depths of 217 

Calcisols (95 cm, n=218), Cambisols (90 cm, n=1164), Cryosols (80 cm, n=6), Durisols (45 218 

cm, n=1), Podsols (80 cm, n=222), Solonchaks (90 cm, n=165), and Umbrisols (49 cm, 219 

n=173) are smaller than the reference depths so that C stocks may be overestimated. The 220 

overestimate could be substantial for Cryosols, Podsols, and Umbrisols, which have high Corg 221 

(median >10%). At the same time, the true soil depth of Cryosols and Podsols can be 222 

expected to be deeper than the recorded depth in the databases, which, however, would be of 223 

no consequence for the estimated SOC mass of the top 1 m. 224 

The global SOC mass calculated directly from the original HWSD (v.1.1) for the upper 1 m 225 

of soil is 2476 Pg. Henry et al. (2009), using an unspecified earlier version of HWSD, 226 

reported a mass of 1850 Pg for the first meter. These high values are, however, due to 227 

inconsistencies, gaps, and inaccuracies in the database (Hiederer & Köchy, 2011). The most 228 

consequential of the inaccuracies concerns the BD for soils high in Corg. In addressing these 229 

issues (see Methods), we calculated a global mass of SOC in the top 1 m of soil of 1230 Pg in 230 

a first step and 1062 Pg in a second step.  231 

Before the publication of the HWSD, many global estimates were based on the Digital Soil 232 

Map of the World (DSMW) (FAO, 2007) or its precursor, the Soil Map of the World (FAO, 233 

1997). Batjes (1996), using information from 4353 WISE profiles, reported a range of 1462–234 

1548 Pg for 0–1 m depth and 2376–2456 Pg for 0–2 m depth. Henry et al. (2009) report a 235 

global SOC mass of 1589 Pg for the top 1 m and 2521 Pg for the top 2 m (using an 236 

unspecified WISE version). Hiederer et al. (2010) report a slightly lower mass of 1455 Pg for 237 

DSMW for the top 1 m.  238 
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The International Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP) (Global Soil Data Task Group, 2000) 239 

produced a map of SOC stock on a 5’ by 5’ grid derived from the DSMW in conjunction with 240 

WISE data (v.1, 1125 profiles). SOC mass (0–1 m) based on the IGBP map is 1550 Pg 241 

(calculated as SOC stock × grid cell area).  242 

The US Natural Resources Conservation Services reclassified the SMW at 2’ and combined it 243 

with a soil climate map (Reich, 2000, data —on a 3’ grid—, downloaded from http://spatial-244 

analyst.net/worldmaps/SOC.zip). This map shows the distribution of nine classes of SOC 245 

stocks that result in a global SOC mass (0–1 m) of 1463 Pg. Analyzing 2721 soil profiles 246 

grouped per biome, Jobbágy & Jackson (2000) estimated that the top 1 m contains 1502 Pg 247 

SOC, with 491 Pg in 1-2 m and 351 Pg in 2-3 m depth.  248 

The recently published Global Soil Dataset for Earth System Models (Shangguan et al., 2014) 249 

with a resolution of 0.5’, combined the DSMW with regional soil maps and global and 250 

regional profile databases from several sources beyond those used in the HWSD, including 251 

the national databases of the USA, Canada, and Australia. Soil profile data and mapping units 252 

were matched in several steps intended to result in the most reliable information. Several 253 

harmonization steps are applied to the data to derive amongst others soil carbon 254 

concentration, bulk soil density, and gravel content and depth for each soil mapping unit. The 255 

global SOC stocks are reported as 1923, 1455 and 720 Pg for the upper 2.3, 1.0, and 0.3 m, 256 

respectively.  257 
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3. Processing of HWSD data for spatial analyses 275 

We calculated the SOC stocks for each soil type (s) within a grid cell as the areal density over 276 

the thickness of the top and sub soil layer, accounting for the volume occupied by gravel, and 277 

weighted it with the soil type’s areal fraction in each cell or mC.s × As/∑A. Consequently, SOC 278 

mass of each cell is the sum over all soil types of the product of SOC stock of each soil type 279 

and the fraction of cell area covered by each soil type or ∑(mC.s × As/A).  280 

Our analysis of SOC stocks and masses is based on (HWSD vers. 1.1, FAO et al., 2009) 281 

because it was the latest version when this study was begun. Version 1.2 of the HWSD adds 282 

two new fields for BD (one for topsoil and one for subsoil) based on the SOTWIS database 283 

and addresses minor issues that are listed in detail on the HWSD’s web site. Since the 284 

resulting differences in global mass between HWSD versions were <0.3%, we did not 285 

recalculate the other values so that all values reported below are calculated based on version 286 

1.1 of the HWSD and a global mass of 1061 Pg unless explicitly mentioned otherwise.  287 

Despite the harmonization of the spatial and attribute data the HWSD suffers from some 288 

residual inconsistencies in the data reported, gaps in some areas covered and errors in the 289 

values reported (Hiederer and Köchy, 2011) that required pre-processing of the data 290 

(Supplement). Here we present a correction of overestimated BD values for Histosols 291 

contained in the HWSD that was not specifically addressed by Shangguan et al. (2014), 292 

Hiederer & Köchy (2011), or Scharlemann et al. (Scharlemann et al., 2014). For each 293 

processing step the resulting global SOC mass is used as an indication of the magnitude of the 294 

data manipulation (Table 2).  295 

 296 
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HWSD: 100cm). The differences in soil depth 341 
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different source data. With the HWSD using 343 
regional data sources one may argue that these 344 
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variations. However, it was outside the scope 346 
of the study to evaluate the accuracy of the 347 
data.348 
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 (Step 1) We filled missing data for Corg in top (4 cases) and subsoil layers (127 cases) with 353 

data from cells characterized as the same soil unit and being closest in distance or most 354 

similar in topsoil Corg. (2) In a similar way we filled missing values of BD for mineral soils in 355 

27 cases. (3) In HWSD v.1.1 high Corg values (>20%) are associated with a BD of 1.1 to 1.4 356 

kg/dm3 although values of 0.05 to 0.3 kg/dm3 would be typical of organic soils (Boelter, 1968, 357 

Page et al., 2011). To address this issue, we set the topsoil BD to –0.31 ln(Corg [%])+1.38 358 

(R2=0.69) and subsoil to –0.32 ln(Corg [%])+1.38 (R2=0.90) for Corg > 3% based on an analysis 359 

of the SPADE/M2 soil profile database (Hiederer, 2010). This results in a global mass of 360 

1230 Pg C for a soil depth of up to 1 m. (4) The maximum Corg of Histosols in the HWSD is 361 

47%, resulting in a BD of 0.19 kg/dm3 for topsoil and 0.15 kg/dm3 for subsoil using the 362 

mentioned equations. In contrast, the best estimate for the BD for tropical peatlands is 0.09 363 

kg/dm3 (Page et al., 2011), for boreal and subarctic peatland the average BD is 0.112 kg/dm3 364 

(Gorham, 1991), and for Finnish agricultural peat soil the average value is 0.091 kg/dm3 365 

(Mäkkilä, 1994 in Turunen, 2008). Therefore, we set BD to 0.1 kg/dm3 for all Histosols in 366 

HWSD. With the SPADE/M2-based corrections for BD and the modification for Histosols, 367 

the global mass of SOC in the upper 1 m of soil is 1061 Pg. Hiederer & Köchy (2011) used 368 

WISE-based corrections for BD (BDtop = –0.285 ln(Corg [%])+1.457 and BDsub = –0.291 369 

ln(Corg [%])+1.389 for Corg > 12%) that result in a higher a global C mass of 1376 Pg in step 3 370 

but a very similar mass (1062 Pg) after the BD correction for histosols in step 4.  371 

For comparison, total SOC mass derived from the unaltered HWSD v1.2 database and using 372 

the SOTWIS BD (when available for a soil mapping unit) is 2476 Pg and 1062 Pg after 373 

applying the BD correction as described in the previous paragraph.  374 

The HWSD database was pre-processed and analyzed with R (R Development Core Team, 375 

2011). Details of the calculations are presented in the Supplement. We summarized adjusted 376 

SOC stocks from HWSD globally and by geographic regions, land cover types, and areas with 377 
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specific soil characteristics (wetlands, peatlands, permafrost soils). To achieve this we 410 

intersected raster maps of SOC with thematic maps in a GIS (GRASS 6.4.2, GRASS 411 

Development Team, 2011) and calculated SOC mass summed over areas and determined the 412 

5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of SOC stocks within these areas.  413 

414 
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4. Spatial distribution of SOC mass 417 

4.1. Continental distribution of SOC mass 418 

The distribution of SOC mass by continents (Table 3) follows the pattern of terrestrial 419 

ecological zones. A large areal fraction of deserts obviously reduces the continental mean 420 

SOC stock, whereas a large fraction of frozen organic soil increases the continental mean 421 

SOC stock (Fig. 1).  422 

4.2. Carbon in frozen high-latitude soils 423 

Large SOC deposits exist in the frozen soils of the permafrost region and are vulnerable to the 424 

effects of global warming. The mass of these deposits, however, is not well known because 425 

area and the stocks of the permafrost region are uncertain. The uncertainty of the area is 426 

characterized by the variation in the delineation and thus extent of the permafrost region 427 

among different maps and databases, which is due also to different definitions of "permafrost" 428 

and associated concepts. The HWSD lists for each soil unit the presence of permafrost within 429 

the top 200 cm (a so-called ‘gelic phase’). SOC mass in the top 1 m of soils with a gelic phase 430 

is 164 Pg for a 13.1 Mm2 soil area (Table 4). Supplementary data to the HWSD (Fischer et al., 431 

2008) indicate on a 5' grid the presence of continuous or discontinuous (i.e., excluding 432 

sporadic and isolated) permafrost that is based on the analysis of the snow-adjusted air frost 433 

number (Harrij van Velthuizen, IIASA, pers. Comm. 2011) as used for the Global Agro-434 

ecological Zones Assessment v3.0 (Fischer et al., 2008). This extent (19.5 Mm2 cell area, Fig. 435 

2) encompasses the area of soils with a gelic phase and contains 185 Pg SOC on 16.7 Mm2 436 

soil area according to the HWSD. A third permafrost extent (24.9 Mm2 cell area) is described 437 

by the Circum-Arctic Map of Permafrost and Ground Ice Conditions (CAMP, Heginbottom et 438 

al., 1993), which comprises 12 categories of permafrost and ground ice prevalence without a 439 
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defined depth limit for the occurrence of permafrost. The CAMP permafrost extent (including 647 

permafrost in the Alps and Central Asian ranges) represents 21.7 Mm2 soil area of the HWSD 648 

with 249 Pg SOC in the top 1 m. Tarnocai et al. (2009) used the CAMP’s permafrost 649 

classification (excluding the Alps and Central Asian ranges, 20.5 Mm2 grid cell area) together 650 

with SOC and soil information from the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Data Base 651 

(NCSCDB, http://wms1.agr.gc.ca/NortherCircumpolar/northercircumpolar.zip) to estimate 652 

SOC mass in the permafrost region. The NCSCDB includes soil profile data not incorporated 653 

into the HWSD. Data for calculating SOC stocks (C concentration, BD, depth, coarse 654 

fragments) in the upper 3 m were derived from 1038 pedons from northern Canada, 131 655 

pedons from Alaska, 253 pedons from Russia, 90 peat cores from western Siberia, 266 656 

mineral and organic soils from the Usa Basin database, and an unspecified number of profiles 657 

from the WISE database (v.1.1) for Eurasian soils. Extrapolations were used to estimate SOC 658 

mass in mineral soils and Eurasian peat soils >1 m depth. The spatial extent of soil classes 659 

was obtained from existing digital and paper maps. Tarnocai et al.’s (2009) estimate of 496 660 

Pg for the 0–1 m depth is much higher than that of HWSD's mass in the permafrost region 661 

(185 Pg). The difference is partly due the limit of 2 m that HWSD uses for distinguishing the 662 

‘gelic phase’, whereas the Circum-arctic Map of Permafrost does not refer to a limit 663 

(Heginbottom et al., 1993). The more important contribution to the difference in mass than 664 

arising from definitions and extent is the greater SOC stock calculated from the NCSCDB 665 

(Table 4). In NCSCDB the mean SOC areal density of soil in all permafrost classes is >20 666 

kg/m 2, whereas the mean SOC areal density is 11.4 kg/m 2 in the HWSD across all classes. 667 

The difference suggests that the BD of frozen organic soil is higher than assumed by us. In 668 

addition to the SOC mass in the top 1 m, Tarnocai et al. (2009) estimated that the permafrost 669 

region contains 528 Pg in 1 m to 3 m depth, and 648 Pg in depths greater than 3 m.  670 
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Inaccuracies associated with the mass estimates arise from incomplete knowledge of the 676 

spatial distribution of soil classes, soil depths, sparse distribution of soil profile data and lack 677 

of soil profiles with a full complement of measured data. In terms of IPCC A4 categories of 678 

confidence, Tarnocai et al. have medium to high confidence (>66%) in the values for the 679 

North-American stocks of the top 1 m, medium confidence (33–66%) in the values for the 680 

Eurasian stocks of the top 1 m, and very low to low confidence (<33%) in the values for the 681 

other regional stocks and stocks of layers deeper than 1 m. Tarnocai et al. discuss extensively 682 

the uncertainty of their estimates. Here we note only that major uncertainty is linked to the 683 

area covered by high latitude peatlands (published estimates vary between 1.2 and 2.7 Mm 2) 684 

which alone results in a range of 94–215 Pg SOC. The C mass contained in >3 m depth of 685 

river deltas is potentially great (241 Pg, Tarnocai et al., 2009), but is based solely on 686 

extrapolation on the SOC stock and area of the Mackenzie River delta. Yedoma (Pleistocene 687 

loess deposits with high Corg) SOC mass (407 Pg, >3 m depth) is also associated with great 688 

uncertainty. The estimate (adopted from Zimov et al., 2006) is based on a sketched area of 1 689 

Mm 2 in Siberia (thus excluding smaller Yedoma deposits in North America) and mean 690 

literature values for depth (25 m) whose ranges extend >±50% of the mean.  691 

4.3. Carbon in global wetlands 692 

SOC stocks in wetlands are considerable because water reduces the availability of oxygen and 693 

thus greatly reduces decomposition rates (Freeman et al., 2001). Draining of wetlands often 694 

greatly increases the decomposition of dead plant material, which results in the release of 695 

carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. This process can significantly affect the global C budget 696 

when it happens on a large scale. There is, however, no consensus of what constitutes a 697 

wetland at the global scale (Mitra et al., 2005). Therefore the volume of wetland soil and its C 698 

mass are also uncertain (Joosten, 2010). 699 
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The most detailed and recent maps of global scope with detailed wetland classification 703 

(Köchy and Freibauer, 2009) are the Global Land Cover Characteristics database, v 2.0 704 

(GLCC, Loveland et al., 2000) that comprises up to 6 wetland types (‘Wooded Wet Swamp’, 705 

‘Rice Paddy and Field’, ‘Inland Water’, ‘Mangrove’, ‘Mire, Bog, Fen’, ‘Marsh Wetland’) and 706 

the Global Lakes and Wetland Database (GLWD, Lehner and Döll, 2004) that comprises 12 707 

wetland categories. Both maps have a resolution of 0.5'. The GLCC originates from analysis 708 

of remote sensing data in the International Geosphere Biosphere program. Lehner and Döll 709 

compiled their database from existing maps, including the GLCC, and inventories. Some 710 

wetland types are restricted geographically due to the heterogeneous classification across the 711 

source materials. The categories “50-100% wetland” and “25–50% wetland”, for example, 712 

occur only in North America, “wetland complex” occurs only in Southeast Asia. One 713 

consequence is that the global extent of ‘bogs, fens, and mires’ in the GLWD, 0.8 Mm 2, is 714 

smaller than the Canadian area of peatlands, 1.1 Mm2 (Tarnocai et al., 2002), which is 715 

dominated by bogs and fens.  716 

The spatial overlap of the GLWD and the GLCC categories is rather small (Table 6). Only the 717 

“Mire bog, fen” category of the GLCC has been adopted completely by the GLWD (Lehner 718 

& Döll, 2004). Even categories with similar names like “Freshwater Marsh” vs. “Marsh 719 

Wetland” and “Swamp Forest, Flooded Forest” vs. “Wooded Wet Swamps” show little spatial 720 

overlap. Despite the GLWD’s overall larger wetland area it does not include the areas 721 

identified as “rice paddies” in the GLCC.  722 

Based on the intersection of GLWD and HWSD (Fig. 3), the global SOC mass in the top 1 m 723 

of soil of permanent and non-permanent wetlands (excluding lakes, reservoirs, and rivers) is 724 

140 Pg (on 117 Mm2 soil area). Using the GLCC Global Ecosystems classification, the area 725 

covered by wetlands (excluding inland waters) is much smaller (3 vs 12 Mm2) and contains 726 

only 34 Pg SOC (Table 7). The difference is partly due to the classification of large parts of 727 
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North America (including the prairie) as temporary or patchy wetland in the GLWD; but even 735 

wetlands in a stricter sense cover twice the area and contain nearly twice the mass of SOC in 736 

the GLWD compared to the GLCC. Therefore, we combined both maps for the assessment of 737 

SOC stocks and masses.  738 

Wetlands with the highest Corg and highest SOC stocks are bogs, fens, mires, and marshes and 739 

the “25–50%” and “50–100%” wetlands in boreal North America. The latter two categories 740 

represent mostly bogs, fens, and small lakes. Due to their high Corg these wetland types can 741 

also be classified as peatland. When wet peatlands are drained, they may no longer qualify as 742 

wetlands, but remain peatlands with high Corg and a large SOC mass. Drainage exposes the 743 

carbon to oxygen and thus accelerates peat decomposition and, depending on circumstances, 744 

an increase in BD. The global area of peatland with a minimum peat depth of 30 cm is 3.8 745 

Mm2 based on the International Mire Conservation Group Global Peatland Database (GPD, 746 

Joosten, 2010). Total SOC mass of peatlands in the GPD is 447 Pg for their total depth. This 747 

estimate is considered conservative because mangroves, salt marshes, paddies, paludified 748 

forests, cloud forests, dambos, and Cryosols were omitted because of lack of data. The 749 

information available in the database for peatlands is very heterogeneous. For some countries 750 

only the total area of peatland is known. When depth information was missing or not 751 

plausible, a depth of 2 m was assumed in the GPD, although most peatlands are deeper 752 

(Joosten, 2010). It is not clear, which default values were used for Corg or BD in the 753 

assessment. C content (organic C fraction of ash-free mass) varies from 0.48–0.52 in 754 

Sphagnum peat to 0.52–0.59 in Scheuchzeria and woody peat (Chambers et al., 2010). Values 755 

of BD show much stronger variation. Ash-free bulk density ranged from <0.01 to 0.23 kg dm-756 

3 in 4697 samples (Chambers et al., 2010) with a median of 0.1 kg dm-3. The variation is due 757 

to water content, soil depth, plant material, and degree of decomposition (Boelter, 1968). The 758 

highest density is found in well-decomposed, deep peat of herbaceous or woody origin at low 759 
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water content. The great variation demands that BD of peatlands actually be measured at 764 

several depths and at ambient soil moisture at the same time as the C concentration. If this is 765 

not possible, PTFs of BD for peat ought to include water content, decomposition status, and 766 

plant material. 767 

Peatlands with a certain thickness of organic layer qualify as Histosols. HWSD adopted the 768 

FAO definition “Soils having an H horizon of 40 cm or more of organic soil materials (60 cm 769 

or more if the organic material consists mainly of sphagnum or moss or has a bulk density of 770 

less than 0.1) either extending down from the surface or taken cumulatively within the upper 771 

80 cm of the soil; the thickness of the H horizon may be less when it rests on rocks or on 772 

fragmental material of which the interstices are filled with organic matter.” (FAO, 1997). The 773 

area covered by Histosols in the HWSD (Fig. 4) is 3.3 Mm2 (cell area multiplied by fraction 774 

of Histosol), slightly lower than the area given by the GPD, and contains 113 Pg SOC. The 775 

total area of cells with at least some fraction of Histosol, however, is 10 Mm2 containing 188 776 

Pg SOC. The area of Histosol outside wetlands (1.7 Mm2) might indicate that a large portion 777 

of originally wet peatland has been drained and is exposed to decomposition.  778 

The differences in SOC mass estimates between the GLWD and the GLCC indicate that 779 

wetland types are defined heterogeneously and that especially the classification of swamp 780 

forests, marshes, mangroves, and rice paddies needs to be harmonized. The contrasting land 781 

cover classification could be overcome by using the more generic land cover classes 782 

developed within the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (di Gregorio and 783 

Jansen, 2005). Remote sensing methods are being developed to improve the mapping of 784 

wetlands, e.g., the GlobWetland project (http://www.globwetland.org, and Journal of 785 

Environmental Management 90, special issue (7)) or the Wetland Map of China (Niu et al., 786 

2009). In situ measurements of soil Corg, soil depth, and BD, however, must still be improved, 787 

collected, and made available for calculating global SOC mass.  788 
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4.4. Carbon in the tropics 791 

The high intensity of rain in some parts of the tropics contributes to the presence of wetlands 792 

(union of GLWD and GLCC classes as in the previous section) in 9% of the tropical land area 793 

(50 Mm2 within 23.5°N–23.5°S) containing 40 Pg SOC (Table 8, excluding lakes, reservoirs, 794 

rivers). Most of the wetland carbon (27 Pg) is found in marshes and floodplains, and swamp 795 

or flooded forests. The GLCC category with the highest SOC mass (10 Pg) is “Rice Paddy 796 

and Field” (1.2 Mm2 soil and cell area) but only 14% of this area is recognized as wetland in 797 

the GLWD. 798 

Only 6% of the area of each of the two C-richest tropical wetland types are categorized as 799 

Histosols in the HWSD, totaling 0.1 Mm2. The total area of Histosol in the HWSD, 0.4 Mm2, 800 

agrees with the most recent and detailed, independent estimate of tropical peatland area (Page 801 

et al., 2011, defining peatland as soil having >65% organic matter in a minimum thickness of 802 

30 cm). The total mass of SOC in grid cells of the spatial layer with at least some fraction of 803 

Histosol is 24.2 Pg.  804 

Page et al. (2011) used peatland area, thickness, BD and Corg to calculate the SOC mass for 805 

each country within the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. They tried to trace the original data 806 

and used best estimates where data were missing. Most data was available for area, but less 807 

data was available for thickness. Page et al. (2011) used 25% of maximum thickness when 808 

only this information was reported instead of mean thickness and used 0.5 m when no 809 

thickness was reported. The percentiles of the frequency distribution of their best estimate of 810 

thickness weighted by their best estimate of area per country is 0-10%: 0.5 m, 25%: 1.75 m, 811 

50%-90%: 5.5 m, 97.5%: 7.0 m, mean: 4.0 m ± 2.2 m SD. This distribution can be used for 812 

estimates of SOC mass and associated uncertainty in other tropical peatlands. Data on BD and 813 

SOC concentration were rare. When they were provided they often referred only to the 814 
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subsurface, although these parameters vary with depth. When these data were missing, Page 819 

et al. (2011) used 0.09 g cm-3 and 56% as best estimates based on literature reviews. 820 

Consequently, their best estimate of SOC mass for tropical peatlands is 88.6 Pg for the whole 821 

soil depth, with a minimum of 81.7 and a maximum of 91.9 Pg. If one assumes an average 822 

peat thickness of 4 m and uniform vertical mass distribution, the top 1 m contains 22 Pg of 823 

SOC, close to our HWSD-based estimate for grid cells containing Histosol (24 Pg). Joosten 824 

(2010) estimated SOC mass for individual tropical countries based on the Global Peatland 825 

Database. For some countries the difference between Joosten’s and Page et al.’s estimates are 826 

large. For example, Joosten’s estimate for Sudan is 1.98 Pg, whereas Page et al. have 0.457 827 

Pg. These differences may be caused by different definitions of “peat” and variability in depth 828 

estimates, SOC concentration, and BD in the data sources.  829 

For estimating total tropical SOC mass without depth limit, we add 3/4 of Page et al.’s best 830 

estimate for tropical peatland (66.5 Pg) to represent SOC deeper than 1 m to our estimate of 831 

SOC mass in the top 1 m, resulting in 421 Pg. (This addition, however, excludes SOC below 832 

1 m outside peatlands.) Thus, peatlands contain about 6% of the tropical SOC mass within the 833 

first meter and approximately 21% of the total tropical SOC mass (without depth limit). 834 

Obviously, the uncertainty of these estimates is great. 835 
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5. Conclusions 839 

5.1. Global carbon mass — reprise 840 

Assuming that the assessment of Tarnocai et al. (2009) of the SOC mass in the permafrost 841 

region is more accurate than that of HWSD, we update the global SOC mass within the top 1 842 

m to 1325 Pg (1062 [HWSD global SOC mass] – 233 [HWSD permafrost region SOC mass, 843 

Table 4] + 496 [Tarnocai et al.’s estimate] Pg). We can use the best estimates of the total 844 

SOC mass for the permafrost region (1672 Pg — including deep carbon and high carbon 845 

content deposits—, Tarnocai et al., 2009) and the tropics (421 Pg) and add it to the SOC mass 846 

outside these areas (473 Pg). This sum (2567 Pg) does not yet comprise SOC below 1 m 847 

outside the permafrost region and the tropics (389 Pg, Jobbágy and Jackson, 2000). Thus the 848 

total SOC in soil is estimated at about 3000 Pg, but large uncertainties remain, especially for 849 

depths >1 m.  850 

The BD of peat varies between 0.05 and 0.26 kg/dm3 (Boelter, 1968). If the same range holds 851 

for Histosols (3.3 Mm2 Histosol area, 1 m depth, 34% Corg), this variation alone introduces an 852 

uncertainty range of –56 to +180 Pg for the estimate of global SOC in the top meter, which is 853 

larger than the estimated annual global soil respiration (79.3–81.8 Pg SOC, Raich et al., 854 

2002). The areal extent of peatlands, their depth, and BD should therefore receive the greatest 855 

focus of future soil mapping activities. 856 

Soil monitoring is crucial for detecting changes in SOC stocks and as a reference for 857 

projecting changes in the global carbon pool using models (Wei et al., 2014, Wieder et al., 858 

2014, Yan et al., 2014). The following conclusions from our study with respect to improved 859 

soil monitoring agree with more comprehensive recommendations by an international group 860 

of experts (Jandl et al., 2014). Extra care is necessary to reduce variability of data because 861 
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variability reduces the potential of detecting change. Classification of soils as it is currently 862 

used in mapping produces uncertainty in the reported C stock when the characteristics of soil 863 

classes are aggregated and then used in further calculations. The use of pedotransfer rules and 864 

functions further increases the uncertainty of the real values. Since pedotransfer functions are 865 

entirely empirical in nature, it is preferable that they be derived from soils that are similar in 866 

nature to the soils to which the functions will be applied. For purposes of detecting actual 867 

change in C stocks their uncertainty should be quantified. Of course it would be best if Corg, 868 

BD, and coarse fragments were measured at the same point or sample to reduce effects of 869 

spatial variability. Predictive mapping techniques, including geo-statistics, modelling, and 870 

other quantitative methods (McBratney et al., 2003a, Grunwald et al., 2011), especially in 871 

conjunction with proximal (radiometry, NIR spectroscopy) or hyperspectral remote-sensing of 872 

soil properties (Gomez et al., 2008, Stockmann et al., 2015) can potentially reduce 873 

uncertainties in SOC mapping introduced by soil classification and help in interpreting spatio-874 

temporal patterns. Whether soils are mapped in the classical way or by predictive methods, 875 

mapping of soils should be coordinated with the direct or indirect mapping of SOC input and 876 

its controlling factors (land use, land cover, crop type, land use history and land management) 877 

and extent and soil depth of wetlands, peatlands, and permafrost. 878 

Uncertainty of SOC stocks in current maps could further be reduced if all soil types and 879 

regions were well represented by soil profile data with rich soil characteristics. Many soil 880 

profile data collected by governments and publicly funded projects remain unused because 881 

they are not available digitally; their use is restricted because of data protection issues, or 882 

because they are only known to a very limited number of soil scientists. Existing approaches 883 

such as the Northern Circumpolar Soil Carbon Base, the GlobalSoilMap.net project, and the 884 

Global Soil Partnership (coordinated by FAO), are important steps to improve the situation. 885 

These activities would benefit further if all publicly funded, existing soil profile data were 886 

made publicly available to the greatest possible extent. 887 
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Another source of uncertainty is introduced because profile data and soil maps have been 891 

generated by a multitude of methods. Furthermore, if different methods are preferably used 892 

for particular soil types or regions, small differences multiplied by large areas can result in 893 

significant differences at the global level. Therefore, international activities to harmonize 894 

methods of sampling, calculation, and scaling should be supported. The harmonized methods 895 

should then actually be applied in soil sampling. Preferably, samples should be archived so 896 

that soils can be reanalyzed with improved or new methods or for checking data by more than 897 

one laboratory.  898 

5.2.  Implications 899 

The strong effect of BD values on the calculation of SOC stocks and regional or global 900 

masses should guide the focus of global observation networks to improve not only the 901 

observation of SOC concentrations but also on BD. Furthermore, our study describes for the 902 

first time the frequency distribution of SOC stocks within broad classes of land-use/land-903 

cover and C-rich environments based on one of the most exhaustive, harmonized, spatially 904 

explicit global databases available to date. The frequency distribution allows a more focused 905 

spatial extrapolation and assessment of accuracy in studies where SOC is used as an 906 

independent variable (e.g., Pregitzer and Euskirchen, 2004). The frequency distributions also 907 

provide a foundation for targeting SOC conservation measures (Powlson et al., 2011) and for 908 

improving carbon accounting methods with associated uncertainties as used in the UNFCCC 909 

(García-Oliva and Masera, 2004).  910 

CO2 emissions from soils are used in calculations of the global carbon cycle. Direct 911 

observations of CO2 emissions from soils (e.g., by eddy-flux towers), however, cannot be 912 

implemented in a spatially contiguous way. Indirect measurements by remote sensing can 913 

improve the spatial coverage but require ground observations for conversion from observed 914 
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radiation to loss of CO2 from soils and distinction from other CO2 sources (Ciais et al., 2010). 923 

At the global scale, in-situ measurements must be complemented by modelling activities, 924 

which are greatly improved if variation in key factors like SOC can be accounted for. Thus, 925 

more detailed information on the global distribution of SOC, horizontally and vertically, 926 

including accounts of its accuracy and its variability, are necessary to improve estimates of 927 

the global carbon flow. 928 
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 1101 



Table 1. Definition of terms with respect to organic soil carbon. 1102 

Term Definition 
Concentration organic carbon mass/soil dry mass, Corg 
Areal density (of fine soil) Corg × depth × (1 – fractional volume of rocks, coarse roots, and 

ice) 
Stock areal density of fine soil integrated over all layers to a specified 

depth 
Mass stock integrated over a specified area 

 1104 

1105 
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Table 2. Changes to the global SOC mass in the top 1 m after modifications to the HWSD 1.1 1108 

database. 1109 

 1110 

processing step SOC mass (Pg) 
no modification 2469.5 
(1) filling of missing values for Corg 2470.6 
(2) filling of missing values for BD 2471.3 
(3) adjusting BD values when Corg>3% 1230.2 
(–) replacing BD values only for Histosols 1113.3 
(4) adjusting BD values for Corg>3% & replacing BD for Histosols 1060.9 

1111 
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 1112 

Table 3. Soil organic carbon stocks by continent. For the definition of ‘continents’ we used 1113 

the ESRI (2002) map of continents with coastlines extended by 2 pixels to increase the 1114 

overlap. 1 Mm2 = 106 km2 1115 

Continent 
converted to 30” raster 

Soil area (Mm2) Carbon stock, 0–1 m (Pg) 
HWSD v.1.1-modified 

Asia,  
incl. Malay Archipelago 

42.0 369 

North America, 
incl. Greenland, Central America 

21.3 223 

Europe,  
incl. Iceland, Svalbard, Novaya Zemlya 

9.4 110 

Africa, incl. Madagascar 27.2 148 

South America 17.7 163 

Australia, New Zealand, Pacific Islands 8.0  46 

non-overlapping pixels 0.2  2 

total (90°N – 60°S) 125.8 1061 

 1116 
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Table 4. Organic carbon mass (top 1 m) of soils with gelic properties in HWSD v.1.1-1117 

modified. (All areas north of 60°S). Percentiles refer to the distribution of C stocks in each 1118 

cell within the soil area mentioned. 1 Mm2 = 106 km2. Hist/soil: fraction of soil area covered 1119 

by Histosols. 1120 

Gelic phase 

 

Cell 
area 
(Mm2) 

Soil 
area 
(Mm2) 

Hist/ 
soil 

C stock (kg m -2), percentiles C mass 
(Pg) 

5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 

continuous,  
>90% of area 

5.46 5.30 12% 5.9 7.4 7.6 12.6 38 65.2 

discontinuous,  
50–90% 

4.11 4.07 12% 6.4 6.5 9.5 15.8 28.9 51.8 

sporadic,  
10–50% 

3.79 3.68 6% 3.8 8.3 12.5 15.6 19 45.3 

isolated,  
0–10% 

0.05 0.05 86% 8.4 27.9 32.8 32.8 32.8 1.5 

whole area 13.41 13.10 11% 5.3 6.9 9.8 15.6 30.6 163.8 

 1121 
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Table 5. Comparison of organic carbon stocks (top 1 m) between HWSD v.1.1-modified and 1128 

NCSCDB (Tarnocai et al. 2009). Permafrost contingency refers to the Circumarctic 1129 

Permafrost Map. NCSDB used different soil areas than HWSD. Percentiles refer to the 1130 

distribution of C stocks in each grid cell within the soil area mentioned. 1 Mm2 = 106 km2. 1131 

 HWSD NCSDB 

Permafrost 
contingency of 
NCSDB 

Cell 
area 
(Mm2) 

Soil 
area 
(Mm2) 

C stock (kg m -2), percentiles C 
mass 
(Pg) 

Soil 
area 
(Mm2) 

C stock  
(kg m-2), 
mean 

C 
mass 
(Pg) 

5% 25% 50% 75% 95% 

continuous,  
>90% of area 

10.64 9.97 4.1 6.5 8 14.6 18.8 105.8 10.1 29.5 299 

discontinuous,  
50–90% 

3.17 3.05 4.4 6.9 12.9 16.9 32.6 41.3 3.1 21.8 67 

sporadic,  
10–50% 

3.08 2.94 4.9 7.4 12.7 17 35.5 40.3 2.6 24.3 63 

isolated,  
0–10% 

3.67 3.55 5.6 7.8 10.1 16 32.3 45.4 3.0 22.6 67 

whole area 20.55 19.52 4.4 6.9 9.4 15.5 28 232.7 18.8 26.4 496 

 1132 
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Table 6. Area and spatial overlap of wetland types in GLWD and GLCC (grid cell area, Mm2) 1139 

within the extent of the HWSD. 1140 

GLWD  GLCC, ecosystems legend 

 
area 
(Mm2) 

14 Inland 
Water 
2.339 

45 Marsh 
Wetland 
0.062 

13 Wooded 
Wet Swamps 
0.083 

72 Man-
grove 
0.048 

44 Mire, 
Bog, Fen 
0.797 

36 Rice Paddy 
and Field 
2.406 

Dry-
land 
128.033 

 1–3 Lake, Reservoir, 
River 

2.370 1.437 0.000 0.002 0.006 0.027 0.008 0.845 

 4 Freshwater Marsh, 
Floodplain 

2.487 0.077 0.015 0.003 0.006 0.058 0.167 2.155 

 5 Swamp Forest, 
Flooded Forest 

1.154 0.041 – 0.013 0.001 – 0.006 1.090 

 6 Coastal Wetland 0.413 0.015 0.001 0.007 0.011 0.002 0.026 0.321 
 7 Pan, Brackish/ 

Saline Wetland 
0.433 0.002 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 – 0.001 0.429 

 8 Bog, Fen, Mire 0.710 – – – – 0.710 – – 
 9 Intermittent 

Wetland/Lake 
0.689 0.004 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 – 0.003 0.681 

10 50-100% Wetland 1.762 0.045 – 0.005 – – – 1.693 
11 25-50% Wetland 3.153 0.065 – <0.001 – – – 3.077 
12 Wetland Complex 

(0-25% Wetland) 
0.898 <0.001 – – – – 0.046 0.846 

Dryland 120.433 0.646 0.045 0.052 0.024 – 2.149 116.896 

 1141 
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 1148 
Table 7. Organic carbon stocks and masses in the top 1 m of global wetland soils derived 1149 
from the HWSD v1.1-modified. Wetland extent is primarily according to the Global Lake and 1150 
Wetlands Database (1–12), augmented by wetland in the GLCC (13–72). Percentiles refer to 1151 
the distribution of C stocks in each grid cell within the soil area mentioned. C mass of 1152 
permanent wetlands (types B–I) is 81.8 Pg, that of all wetlands except open waters (types B–K) is 1153 
158.1 Pg. 1 Mm2 = 106 km2. Hist/soil: fraction of soil area covered by Histosols. 1154 
 1155 
Wetland type Cell 

area 
Soil 
area 

Hist.
/ soil 

C stock (kg m-2), 
percentiles 

C mass 
(Pg) 

 GLWD and GLCC category (Mm
2) 

(Mm2

) 
% 5

% 
25
% 

50
% 

75
% 

95
% 

 

A 1–3 Lake, Reservoir, River 
14 Inland Water 

3.01 2.11 7 4.
2 

6.5 9 14.
2 

24.
6 

22.
8 

  

B  4 Freshwater Marsh, 
Floodplain 
45 Marsh Wetland 

2.53 2.48 17 4.
4 

7 10 19.
1 

38 32.
3 

 
 

 
C 

5 Swamp Forest, Flooded 
Forest 
13 Wooded Wet Swamps 

1.21 1.21 6 3.
6 

5.6 8.6 13.
6 

33.
8 

13.
2 

D  8/44 Bog, Fen, Mire 0.71 0.68 14 4.
4 

8.4 14.
9 

18.
3 

35.
4 

10.
3 

E  7 Pan, Brackish/ Saline 
Wetland 

0.43 0.31 <1 2.
8 

4 4.7 5.4 7.5 1.5 

F 6 Coastal Wetland 
72 Mangrove 

0.44 0.43 4 3.
9 

6.1 7.3 11.
8 

21.
9 

4.4 

G 36 Rice Paddy and Field 2.15 2.14 <1 4.
7 

6 7.1 8.9 12.
1 

17.
1 

H  9 Intermittent 
Wetland/Lake 

0.69 0.60 <1 2.
3 

3.6 4.4 5.9 9.6 3 

I 10 50-100% Wetland 1.75 1.74 33 6.
9 

12.
5 

13.
7 

24.
4 

38 31.
1 

J 11 25-50% Wetland 3.14 3.11 10 5.
6 

8.8 12.
3 

14.
6 

28 38.
5 

 

K 12 Wetland Complex (0-
25% Wetland) 

0.9 0.89 1 5.
8 

5.9 5.9 7.3 12.
6 

6.7  

Dryland 117.2
4 

110.1
5 

2 2.
5 

4.9 7.1 10.
3 

18.
1 

880   

 1156 
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 1164 

Table 8. Organic carbon stocks and masses in the top 1 m of tropical wetland soils derived 1165 

from HWSD v.1.1-modified. Wetlands classified primarily according to the Global Lake and 1166 

Wetlands Database (1–12), augmented by wetland classes in the GLCC (13–72). Percentiles 1167 

refer to the distribution of C stocks in each grid cell within the soil area mentioned. C mass of 1168 

permanent wetlands (types B–H) is 38.3 Pg, that of all wetlands except open waters (types 1169 

B–K) is 39.9 Pg. 1 Mm2 = 106 km2. Hist/soil: fraction of soil area covered by Histosols. 1170 

Wetland type Cell 
area 

Soil 
area  

His
t./ 

soil 

C stock (kg m-2), 
percentiles 

C mass (Pg) 

 GLWD and GLCC category (Mm2

) 
(Mm
2) 

% 5% 25
% 

50
% 

75
% 

95
% 

   

A 1–3 Lake, Reservoir, River 
14 Inland Water 

0.76 0.49 2% 3.9 5.9 7.9 10.
6 

18.
8 

4.5   

 
B 

4 Freshwater Marsh, 
Floodplain 
45 Marsh Wetland 

1.27 1.26 6% 3.7 6.2 7.7 10.
3 

24.
2 

12.0 

 
 

C 5 Swamp Forest, Flooded 
Forest 
13 Wooded Wet Swamps 

1.21 1.20 6% 3.6 5.6 8.6 13.
6 

33.
8 

13.2 

D 8/44 Bog, Fen, Mire 0.0 0.00 0% 2.5 6.0 6.0 11.
9 

12.
0 

0.0 

E  7 Pan, Brackish/ Saline 
Wetland 

0.12 0.10 0% 2.5 3.2 4.3 5.3 7.5 0.5 

F 6 Coastal Wetland 
72 Mangrove 

0.31 0.31 4% 4.0 6.1 8.5 13.
7 

25.
7 

3.4 

G 36 Rice Paddy and Field 1.06 1.06 1% 5.1 6.2 6.9 8.1 13.
2 

8.4 

H  9 Intermittent 
Wetland/Lake 

0.22 0.20 0% 2.2 3.3 4.1 5.0 6.4 0.8 

K 12 Wetland Complex (0-
25% Wetland) 

0.2 0.20 3% 5.0 5.9 6.5 8.2 13.
2 

1.6  

Dryland 44.71 43.0
6 

1% 2.2 4.3 6.1 8.5 15.
2 

310.6   

Tropical area 49.87 47.8
8 

1%      354.9   
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Figure captions 1177 

Figure 1. Global stock (a) and mass (b, per 5° latitude) of organic carbon in the top 1 m of the 1178 

terrestrial soil calculated from HWSD v.1.1-modified. 1179 

 1180 

Figure 2. Extent of permafrost in HWSD v.1.1. Colour scale: fraction of soil units within a 1181 

30” grid cell with ‘gelic phase’ (averaged for display to 30’ resolution); red outline: 1182 

permafrost attribute in HWSD supplementary data sets SQ1–7 at 5’ resolution. 1183 

 1184 

Figure 3. (a) Global distribution of important wetlands (by carbon mass) according to the 1185 

Global Lakes and Wetlands Database and Global Land Cover Characterization. The most 1186 

frequent wetland type is displayed within a 0.5° grid cell. Wetland types A-K are explained in 1187 

Table 6. (b) Carbon mass in wetland soils (top 1 m) in bands of 5° latitude (calculated from 1188 

HWSD v.1.1-modified). (c) Carbon mass in aggregated types of wetland soils (panel b). 1189 

 1190 

Figure 4. Fraction of Histosol area per 0.5° grid cell according to HWSD v.1.1. 1191 
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A good knowledge of the global SOC mass and its spatial distribution is necessary for 

assessing in an international context which soils are most vulnerable or might provide the best 

opportunity for C sequestration in mitigation of rising greenhouse gas concentrations. At the 

global scale, in-situ measurements must be complemented by modelling activities, which are 

greatly improved if variation in key factors like soil organic carbon can be accounted for. In 

this paper we review existing spatial estimates of SOC stocks and masses, including their 

uncertainties and underlying methods for estimating the stocks. Our paper reports for the first 

time area-weighted frequency distributions of carbon stocks within land-use and land-cover 

classes, using best estimates from several sources. We focus on the large SOC stocks in 

wetlands, tropical soil, and permafrost at high latitudes and present frequency distributions of 

SOC stocks within classes of land use, land cover, and geographic region. Furthermore, we 

provide recommendations for improving global soil mapping. 



 Methods 

 Characterization of the Harmonized Word Soil Database 

Our analysis of SOC stocks and masses is based on the 
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 Results and Discussion 

 Global carbon mass 



 Historic estimates of global SOC mass represented by 27 studies range between 

504 and 3000 Pg with a median of 1461 Pg  



1.  
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(Scharlemann et al., 2014). 
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(Scharlemann et al., 2014). 
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 Before the publication of the HWSD, many global estimates were based on the 

[Digital] Soil Map of the World ([D]SMW) (FAO, 1997, FAO, 2007). Batjes (1996), using 

information from 4353 WISE profiles, reported a range of 1462–1548 Pg for 0–1 m depth and 

2376–2456 Pg for 1–2 m depth. 

1.1.  
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 The International Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP) (Global Soil Data Task 

Group, 2000) produced a map of SOC stock on a 5’ by 5’ grid derived from the DSMW in 

conjunction with WISE data (v.1, 1125 profiles).  

1.2.  
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 The International Geosphere Biosphere Program (IGBP) (Global Soil Data Task 

Group, 2000) produced a map of SOC stock on a 5’ by 5’ grid derived from the DSMW in 

conjunction with WISE data (v.1, 1125 profiles).  

1.3.  
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The World Reference Base Map of World Soil Resources (WRB, IUSS Working Group 

WRB, 2006), scale 1:25’000’000, is generalized from DSMW and includes updates from 

several databases not yet included in HWSD (v.1.2). The WRB contains 31 dominant soil 

type classes. Taxotransfer functions must yet be developed to derive organic C stocks from 

WRB. 

The recently published Global Soil Dataset for Earth System Models (Shangguan et al., 2014) 

with a resolution of 0.5 arc minutes, uses information also used in the HWSD and additional 

information from the national databases of the USA, Canada, and Australia. Several 

harmonisation steps are applied to the data to derive amongst others soil carbon concentration, 

bulk soil density, and gravel content and depth for each soil mapping unit. The global organic 

carbon stocks after rasterizing the map to 0.5 arc minute pixels are reported as 1923, 1455 and 

720 Pg for the upper 2.3, 1, and 0.3 m.  

 The accuracy of maps of soil C 

1.4.  
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  stocks depends on how well the soil mapping units are represented by soil profiles 

with complete characteristics. The latest ISRIC-WISE database (v.3.1) contains harmonized 

data of more than 10250 soil profiles (Batjes, 2009). The profiles, however, do not yet 

represent the terrestrial surface equally. Gaps include non-agricultural areas of North 

America, the Nordic countries, most parts of Asia (notably Iran, Kazakhstan, and Russia), 

Northern Africa, and Australia. To calculate SOC stocks one needs Corg, BD, soil depth, and 

volumetric gravel fraction.  

1.5.  
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  of the profiles (Batjes, 2009). BD and gravel fraction have low representation because 

they are seldom recorded during routine soil surveys. In numbers, 9970 profile descriptions 

include Corg in at least one layer, but of these only 3655 also include BD. Gravel fraction is 

explicitly indicated for 1100 of the 3655 profiles but earlier versions of the database could not 

distinguish between zero and absence of value. BD is included for 806 profiles where Corg > 

3% and for 74 profiles where Corg > 20%. The temporal origin of profile descriptions ranges 

from 1925 to 2005. The early data may no longer reflect current conditions where C input and 

decomposition rates may have changed. Efforts to expand the database of data-rich soil 

profiles and to use pedotransfer instead of taxotransfer functions has been going on since 

1986 through the SOTER program (http://www.isric.org/projects/soil-and-terrain-database-

soter-programme, accessed 2014-07-07, Nachtergaele, 1999). 
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Term Definition 
Concentration organic carbon mass/soil dry mass, Corg 
Content organic carbon mass/soil volume = concentration × bulk density 
Areal density of fine soil organic carbon mass/soil volume × depth × (1 – fractional volume 

of rocks, coarse roots, and ice) 
Stock areal density of fine soil integrated over all layers to a specified 

depth 
Mass stock integrated over a specified area 
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